
CHARM PRODUCTION IN NN AND N COLLISIONSEgle Tomasi-GustafssonyDAPNIA/SPhN, CEA/Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Franey E-mail: etomasi�ea.frAbstratThe proesses of open and hidden harm prodution in NN ollisions and of openharm prodution in N ollisions are studied. The near-threshold ross setionis predited and polarization phenomena are alulated in frame of an e�etiveLagrangian approah.1 IntrodutionNew experimental failities, planned in the near future [1℄, will be able to make detailedmeasurements of open harm prodution in pN , NA or AA ollisions, in a wide energyregion, starting from threshold. The upgraded mahine at Je�erson Laboratory will openthe possibility to produe harmed partiles at threshold in photoprodution experiments[2℄. One an expet that the physis of lose-to-threshold �D-prodution is similar to�K-prodution and use SU(4) symmetry to make preditions in the harm setor.Few or no experimental data exist at threshold for open harm hadro and photo-prodution on the nuleon. More data exist for J=	 prodution, sometimes indiretlyderived from nulear reations.The theoretial ativity, for inlusive harm prodution, is mainly foused on QCD-inspired approahes, and it annot be easily extrapolated to the threshold region. More-over exlusive proesses annot be desribed in QCD approahes without additional as-sumptions. For a reliable desription of the overall harm dynamis in AA ollisions, itis neessary to have a good parametrization of the elementary proesses of open harmprodution in �N and NN ollisions. The parametrization of the energy behavior ofthe total ross setion for di�erent proesses of D and D-prodution for ps � 10 GeV,generally used in simulation odes, annot be applied near threshold as it violates thegeneral threshold behavior for two or three partile prodution.In this ontribution we present some of the results reently obtained for the proessesN + N ! �(�) + D + N [3℄, N + N ! N + N + J=	 [7℄ in the threshold regionand for  + N ! �(�) + D + N [4, 6℄. We derive, in model independent way, thespin struture of the matrix element for these proesses. For quantitative preditions, wealulate the ross setion and the polarization phenomena in the framework of a modelbased on meson exhanges in an e�etive Lagrangian (ELA) approah. ELA gives a veryonvenient frame for this study, as all the observables an be alulated with the help offew parameters, suh as masses, oupling onsants, and magneti moments, whih have ade�nite physial meaning. 1



2 Open harm prodution in NN ollisionsAn important harateristi of the threshold NN -dynamis is the strong orrelation be-tween the spin and isospin strutures of the threshold matrix element for the N + N !�(�) + D + N reations. Using the isotopi invariane of the strong interation andtaking into aount that I(�) = 1, I(D) = 1=2, one an express the matrix elementfor the seven di�erent proesses N +N ! �(�) +D +N , in terms of three (omplex)isotopi amplitudes, AI1I2, orresponding to the total isospin I1 for the initial nuleonsand the total isospin I2 for the produed DN -system:M(pp! �++ D�p) = A11 +p2A10;M(pp! �++ D0n) = A11 �p2A10;M(pp! �+ D0p) = �p2A11;M(np! �++ D�n) = A11 +p2A01;M(np! �0D0p) = �A11 +p2A01;M(np! �+ D�p) = A10 �A01;M(np! �+ D0n) = �A10 �A01; (1)
Generally, eah isospin struture ontains the ontribution of all possible spins. However,the interferenes A11NA�01 and A10NA�01, vanish in the threshold region (after summingover the polarizations of the olliding nuleons) and we an derive the following relations,between the di�erential ross setions, whih hold for any model, at threshold:d�d! (np! �++ D�n) = d�d! (np! �0D0p); d�d! (np! �+ D�p) = d�d! (np! �+ D0n):Following the ideology of meson prodution in NN -ollisions, we alulate the rosssetion for NN ollisions, in terms of D-meson exhange in t-hannel, negleting, as itwas done for strange partile prodution, the light mesons exhange. The ross setionan be expressed in terms of the isotopi amplitudes of elasti DN sattering, a0 (singlet)and a1 (triplet). Using isotopi invariane, one �nds for the ratio RD of the ross setionsof �D-prodution for np over pp ollisions:RD = �(np! �+ D0n)�(pp! �+ D0p) = �(np! �+ D�p)�(pp! �+ D0p) = 14  1 + a203a21! > 14 ; (2)where the index D underlines that this predition is valid only in framework of D-exhange. These large isotopi e�ets an, in priniple, be modi�ed by initial (ISI) and�nal (FSI) state interation. However, as the reation threshold is quite large, one anassume that ISI are similar for np and pp. Moreover, assuming ja0=a1j ' 0:1 as for elastiKN sattering, FSI would also be negligible.Based on phase spae arguments, one an estimate the relative ross setion of theproesses p+ p! �+ +D0 + p (D�exhange) and p + p! � +K+ + p (K�exhange).Charm prodution turns out to be lower by three order of magnitude than strange par-tile prodution. This is mainly due to the di�erene in the reation threshold and inthe propagators, as well as to the neessary phenomenologial form fators. Taking theexperimental data on the total ross setion for p+ p! � +K+ + p [5℄, one an preditthe following energy dependene for the ross setion of open harm prodution, validnear threshold: �(pp! �+ D0p) ' 0:2(Q=0:1 GeV)2 nb: (3)2



In Fig. 2 a omparison between the alulations [4℄ (thik lines) and [8℄ (thin lines) isshown for D0 prodution (solid lines) and for D�-prodution (dashed lines).

Fig. 1 Comparison between the alulations [4℄ (thiklines) and [8℄ (thin lines) for D0 prodution (solidlines) and for D�-prodution (dashed lines).

One an see that the values andi�er by an order of magnitude.This omes from the fat that theorret Q-behavior at threshold,from phase spae onsiderations,should be quadrati, whereas thebest �t parameters of Ref. [8℄give an exponent ' 5. The dif-ferene is also due to the fatthat the isotopi relations amongD0 and D�-ross setions are notrespeted in the parametrization[8℄. This indues very large ef-fet in partiular in the thresh-old region. Note that the alu-lation [9℄, whih is based on theQuark-Gluon String model andthe Regge phenomenology, is inagreement with [4℄, for a spei�hoie of form fators.3 J=	 prodution in NN ollisionsJ=	 prodution has a spei� interest: the prodution and the propagation of harmin ion-ion ollisions has been onsidered as one of the most promising probe of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) formation. The suppression of harmonium prodution in heavyion ollisions has been indiated as a signature of QGP [10℄, but in order to state theevidene of a lear signal, it is neessary to analyze in detail all possible mehanisms forJ=	 prodution in ion-ion ollisions, and also all other proesses whih are responsiblefor the dissoiation of the produed J=	 meson, suh as J=	+N ! �+D, for example.The knowledge of the elementary proess p +N ! p +N + J=	 is very important for arealisti alulation of J=	 prodution in nuleus-nuleus ollisions.In priniple, the 'elasti' J=	 prodution in NN -ollisions an be treated in full anal-ogy with proesses of light vetor meson prodution. All symmetry properties of thestrong interation, suh as the Pauli priniple, the isotopi invariane, the P-invariane,whih have been suessfully applied to light vetor meson prodution in NN -ollisions[11℄, hold for J=	 prodution, too. A formalism an be built, whih is partiularly sim-pli�ed in the threshold region, where all �nal partiles are produed in S-state. Simpleonsiderations indiate that this region may be quite wide: the e�etive proton size, whihis responsible for harm reation, has to be quite small, r ' 1=m, where m is the -quark mass [12℄. Therefore the S-wave piture an be applied for q � m, where q is theJ=	 three-momentum in the reation enter of mass (CMS). In the general ase the spinstruture of the matrix element for the proess N +N ! N +N +V is desribed by a setof 48 independent omplex amplitudes, whih are funtions of �ve kinematial variables.3



The same reation, in oplanar kinematis, is desribed by 24 amplitudes, funtions offour variables. In ollinear kinematis the number of independent amplitudes is reduedto 7 and the desription of this reation is further simpli�ed in ase of threshold V -mesonprodution, where all �nal partiles are in S-state.Applying the seletion rules following from the Pauli priniple, the P-invariane andthe onservation of the total angular momentum, it is possible to prove that the thresholdproess p+ p! p+ p+ V 0 is haraterized by a single partial transition:Si = 1; `i = 1 ! J P = 1� ! Sf = 0; (4)where Si (Sf) is the total spin of the two protons in the initial (�nal) states and `i is theorbital momentum of the olliding protons. In the CMS of the onsidered reation, thematrix element orresponding to transition (4) an be written as:M(pp) = 2f10(~�2 �y ~� � ~U� � ~̂k�1) (�y4�y ~�y3); (5)where �1 and �2 ( �3 and �4) are the two-omponent spinors of the initial (�nal) protons; ~Uis the three-vetor of the V -meson polarization, ~̂k is the unit vetor along the 3-momentumof the initial proton; f10 is the S-wave partial amplitude, desribing the triplet-singlettransition of the two-proton system in V-meson prodution.In ase of np-ollisions, applying the onservation of isotopi invariane for the stronginteration, two threshold partial transitions are allowed:Si = 1; `i = 1 ! J P = 1� ! Sf = 0; Si = 0; `i = 1 ! J P = 1� ! Sf = 1; (6)with the following spin struture of the matrix element:M(np) = f10(~�2 �y ~� � ~U� � ~̂k�1) (�y4�y ~�y3) + f01(~�2 �y�1)(�y4~� � ~U� � ~̂k�y ~�y3): (7)Here f01 is the S-wave partial amplitude desribing the singlet-triplet transition of thetwo-nuleon system in V-meson prodution. In the general ase the amplitudes f10 andf01 are omplex funtions, depending on the energies E, E 0 and EV , where E; (E 0) and EVare the energies of the initial (�nal) proton and of the produed V�meson, respetively.Note that f10 is the ommon amplitude for pp- and np-ollisions, due to the isotopiinvariane of the strong interation. This explains the presene of the oeÆient twoin Eq. (5). All dynamial information is ontained in the partial amplitudes f01 andf10, whih are di�erent for the di�erent vetor partiles. Some polarization phenomenashow ommon harateristis, essentially independent from the type of vetor meson.For example, vetor mesons produed in pp- and np-threshold ollisions are transversallypolarized, and the elements of the density matrix � are independent from the relativevalues of the amplitudes f01 and f10: �xx = �yy = 12 , �zz = 0.All other single spin polarization observables, related to the polarizations of the initialor �nal nuleons, identially vanish, for any proess of V�meson prodution. The depen-dene of the di�erential ross setion for threshold ollisions of polarized nuleons (wherethe polarization of the �nal partiles is not deteted) an be parametrized as follows:d�d! (~P1; ~P2) =  d�d!!0 �1 +A1 ~P1 � ~P2 +A2~̂k � ~P1~̂k � ~P2� ; (8)4



where ~P1 and ~P2 are the axial vetors of the beam and target nuleon polarizations, andd! is the element of phase-spae for the three-partile �nal state. The spin orrelationoeÆients A1 and A2 are real and they are di�erent for pp- and np- ollisions:� ~p+ ~p! p+ p+ V 0: A1(pp) = 0, A2(pp) = 1.� ~n+ ~p! n+ p + V 0: A1(np) = � jf01j2jf01j2 + jf10j2 ; A2(np) = jf10j2jf01j2 + jf10j2 ,with the following relations �A1(np) +A2(np) = 1 and 0 � A2(np) � 1.De�ningR as the ratio of the total (unpolarized) ross setion for np- and pp- ollisions,taking into aount the identity of �nal partiles in p+ p! p+ p+ V 0, we �nd:R = �(np! npV 0)�(pp! ppV 0) = 12 + 12 jf01j2jf10j2 ; and A1 = �1 + 12R : (9)Similar expressions for the polarization transfer from the initial neutron to the �nal protonan be given in terms of the partial amplitudes f01 and f10.One an show that the most probable mehanism to desribe the threshold dynamisof J=	-prodution in NN-ollisions is meson exhange in t-hannel, with J P = 0+ (salarmesons) and J P = 0� (pseudosalar meson).For the exhange of one meson, �, � or �, one �nds that only one amplitude enters inthe ross setion, and the observables take de�nite values (Table I).�(f01 = �3f10) �(f01 = f10) �(f01 = �f10)R 5 1 1A1 -9/10 1/2 -1/2P1 -3/5 -1 1Table 1: Numerial values of the isotopi ratio and single spin polarization observablesfor �, � or � exhange.If one onsiders the exhange of two mesons, � + �, for example, one an still expressthe observables in terms of a parameter, r, whih haraterizes the relative role of � and� exhange and ontains oupling onstants, propagators and kinematial fators:r = g�NNg�NN h1�h1�  t�m2�t�m2� ! :The single spin polarization observables in n + p ! n + p + V 0 and the ratio R of thetotal ross setion for n + p- and p+ p-ollisions an be written as a funtion of r as:A1 = � 9 + 6Re r + jrj22(5 + 2Re r + jrj2) ; P1 = �3� 2Re r � jrj25 + 2Re r + jrj2 ; R = 5 + 2Re r + jrj2j1� rj2 ; (10)where h1� (h1�) is the partial amplitude whih desribes the threshold spin struture forthe subproess �0�(��) +N ! V 0 +N at threshold.In order to make an estimation of the ross setion, one an ompare � and J=	prodution, in framework of a model based on � exhange. One �nds that�(pp! pp�) ' 206� Q0:1 GeV �2 nb5



and �(pp! ppJ=	) ' 9:7 � 10�5 � Q0:1 GeV �2 hF (tJ=	)=F (t�)i2 nb : (11)This value is too small, when ompared with the existing experimental value for the lowestps = 6:7 GeV, namely �exp(pp ! ppJ=	) = 0:3� 0:09 nb. To explain this disrepany,one an note that the �-exhange model for �(�N ! J=	) gives a ross setion one orderof magnitude smaller in omparison with other possible theoretial approahes [13, 14, 15℄.Another possibility is to take hF (tJ=	)=F (t�)i2 ' 10, whih an be plausible, beause theJ=	 = -system must have a smaller size in omparison with � = ss. This an berealized by the following form fator:FV (t) = 11� t=�2V ; �V ' mV :The ross setion, based on Eq. (11) normalized the the experimental point at ps =6:7 GeV, i.e., taking the ratio hF (tJ=	)=F (t�)i2 = 10, is plotted in Fig. 2, together withthe experimental data from the ompilation [16℄, where di�erent symbols di�erentiateJ=	 prodution in pp or extrapolated from pA ollisions. Note, that, for r real and ' 0,

Fig. 2 Cross setion for J= prodution in pp olli-sions. Data are from [16℄.

one �nds for the isotopi ratio,R = 5, whih would require a or-retion of the experimental dataon pA reations, where equal npand pp ross setions are usuallyassumed for the extration of theelementary ross setion. The re-ations of J=	 prodution in ppand np ollisions present very dif-ferent harateristis onerning:the number of independent partialtransitions, the spin struture ofthe threshold matrix elements, thevalue of the absolute ross setionsand the polarization phenomena.All these di�erenes are generatedby a ommon mehanism: the dif-ferent role of the Pauli priniplefor pp and pn ollisions in the nearthe threshold region.The experimental determination of the ratio of the total ross setions for np and ppollisionsis very important for the identi�ation of the reation mehanism.4 -nuleon ollisionsWe give here model independent onsiderations for the reation  + p! �+ +D0, wherethe spins involved are 1+1=2! 1=2+0. In ollinear kinematis, due to the onservation6



of the spin projetion, the ollision of  and p with parallel spins annot take plae forollinear regime. Therefore, the asymmetry in the ollision of irularly polarized photonswith a polarized target, takes its maximum value. This result holds for any proess ofpseudosalar and salar meson photoprodution on a nuleon target (if the �nal baryonhas spin 1/2) and it is independent on the P-parity of produed meson. It is a modelindependent result, based uniquely on the assumption of the spins of the partile, theonservation of heliity in ollinear kinematis, and applies also to the threshold region,for any angle.One an suggest a model independent method to determine the parity of the harmedmesons, more exatly, the relative P (N�D) parity. We will use the standard parametriza-tion [17℄ of the spin struture for the amplitude of pseudosalar meson photoprodutionon the nuleon:M(N ! YD) = �y2 �i~� � ~ef1 + ~� � ~̂q~� � ~̂k � ~ef2 + i~e � ~̂q~� � ~̂kf3 + i~� � ~̂q~e � ~̂qf4��1; (12)where ~̂k and ~̂q are the unit vetors along the three-momentum of  and D; fi, i=1,4 arethe salar amplitudes, whih are funtions of two independent kinematial variables, thesquare of the total energy s and os#, where # is the D{meson prodution angle in thereation enter of mass (CMS) with respet to the diretion of the inident photon, �1and �2 are the two-omponent spinors of the initial nuleon and the produed Y-baryon.Note that the pseudosalar nature of the D{meson is not experimentally on�rmed upto now, therefore Eq. (12) orresponds to the presription of the quark model for theP-parities of D and Y-harm partiles.It is possible to derive in a model independent way, that for the reation  + p !�+ +D0, the triple polarization orrelation oeÆient is sensitive to P (N�D). In ollinearkinematis, the spin struture (12) redues to one amplitude, whih depends on P (N�D):F (�)ol = ~� � ~ef (�)ol ;F (+)ol = ~� � ~e� ~̂kf (+)ol ; (13)where f (�)ol is the ollinear amplitude for P (N�D) = �1. Due to the presene of asingle allowed amplitude in ollinear kinematis, all polarization observables have de�nitenumerial values, whih are independent on the model hosen for f (�)ol .The dependene of the � polarization on the polarization of the olliding partilesan be written as:�(~e � ~e)(~P1 � ~P2) + 2(~e � ~P1)(~e � ~P2); if P (N�D) = �1;(~e � ~e)[(~P1 � ~P2)� 2(~̂k � ~P1)(~̂k � ~P2)℄� 2(~e � ~P1)(~e � ~P2); if P (N�D) = +1; (14)where ~P1 and ~P2 are the polarization vetors for the initial and �nal baryons.One an see from (14), that only the linear photon polarization a�ets the triplepolarization orrelations in ~+~p! ~�+ +D0, due to the P-invariane of the eletromagnetiinteration of harmed partiles. Let us de�ne the oordinate system for the onsideredollinear kinematis with the z�axis along ~̂k and the x� axis along the vetor ~e of thephoton linear polarization. The orrelations (14) an be written in suh system as:�(~P1 � ~P2) + 2P1xP2x = P1xP2x � P1yP2y � P1zP2z; if P (N�D) = �1;7



(~P1 � ~P2)� 2P1zP2z � 2P1xP2x = �P1xP2x + P1yP2y � P1zP2z; if P (N�D) = +1: (15)From (15) one an �nd a onnetion between the omponents of the vetors ~P1 and ~P2for the di�erent P (N�D), assuming, for simpliity, that initially one has 100% linearlypolarized photons:P2x = +P1x; P2y = �P1y; P2z = �P1z; if P (N�D) = �1;P2x = �P1x; P2y = +P1y; P2z = �P1z; if P (N�D) = +1; (16)One an see that both transversal omponents of the �-polarization are sensitive toP (N�D), through the relative sign between P2i and P1i:P2x = �P (N�D)P1x; P2y = P (N�D)P1y; (17)whereas P2z = �P1z for any value of P (N�D).Therefore, the relations (17) allow one to determine, in a model-independent way, theD�meson P-parity. This model independent result holds for any nuleon photoprodutionof a spin 1/2 baryon and a spin zero meson. It requires the assumption on P-parityonservation in +p! �+ +D0 and heliity onservation in the ollinear regime. Similararguments apply to the reation ~ + ~p! �+ +K and allow to suggest a method for thedetermination of the parity of pentaquark [18℄.The suggested experiment, measuring the triple polarization orrelations in ~ + ~p !~�+ + D0, an be in priniple realized by the Compass ollaboration [19℄, whih has apolarized target and where linearly polarized photons an be obtained in muon-protonollisions, at small photon virtuality, by tagging the photon through the detetion of thesattered muon. The �-polarization an be measured through the numerous weak deaysof the �+ -hyperon, for example �+ ! �+ e+ + �e [20℄, whih is haraterized by a largedeay asymmetry. In other words, the � is a self-analyzing partile.Eqs. (17) show that only the relative sign of the transversal omponents of the polariza-tion of the target proton and the produed �+ -hyperon is important for the determinationof the P (N�D)-parity. Therefore suh experiment does not need very large statistis,only well identi�ed events. The energy of the photon beam has not to be neessarilymonohromati.The harm partile photo and eletroprodution at high energy is usually interpretedin terms of photon-gluon fusion, +G! +. Near threshold, other possible mehanisms,based on the subproess q + q ! G !  +  should also be taken into aount. In aseof exlusive reations, suh mehanism is equivalent to the exhange of a q-system, int-hannel [21℄. The mesoni equivalent of suh exhange is the exhange by pseudosalarD and (or) vetor D� mesons, in the t-hannel of the onsidered reation.In order to insure the gauge invariane, baryoni exhanges in s- and u-hannels havealso to be taken into aount. Due to the virtuality of the exhanged hadrons, in thisapproah, form fators (FFs) are introdued in the pole diagrams.The largest ross setion on the neutron target belongs to the proess +n! �0+D0,the D� prodution being essentially suppressed. The D� prodution is also small in thep interation, + p! �++ +D�, in agreement with the experiment [22℄. Large isotopie�ets are an expeted property of ELA approah, beause the relative values of s, u, andt-hannel ontributions are di�erent for the di�erent hannels (Fig. 4).8



Polarization e�ets are generally large (in absolute value), haraterized by a strongos#-dependene, whih results from a oherent e�et of all the onsidered pole ontri-butions.Large isotopi e�ets (i.e. the dependene on the eletri harges of the partiipatinghadrons) are espeially visible in the os#-distributions for all these observables.Fig. 3 E-dependene of the to-tal ross setion for photoprodutionof harmed partiles for model I. Theurves orrespond to di�erent rea-tions: +p! �+ +D0 (solid line), +p! �++ +D� (dashed line),  + p!�+ +D0 (dotted line), +n! �+ +D�(dot-dashed line),  + n ! �+ + D�(thik solid line),  + n ! �0 + D0(thik dashed line). The data orre-spond to the total harm photoprodu-tion ross setion ( [4℄ and refs. herein)In frame of the onsidered model, the asymmetry �B is positive in the whole angularregion, in ontradition with the preditions of PGF [23℄ and in agreement with theSLAC data [24℄.5 Instead of ConlusionsThis talk is dediated to Prof. Mihail P. Rekalo. The results presented here would nothave been realized without his deep and wide knowledge in di�erent �elds of physis. I methim in for the �rst time in this Hall of the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretial Physis,ten years ago. Sine then, I ould pro�t of many enthusiasti disussions and of his learexplanations.Extremely reative, full of ideas, he was always ready to interat with people. Verygenerous in sienti� disussions, he had a prompt humour, sometimes very sharp.He was able to think deeply and to onentrate on physis. He ould fous very quiklyon the essential aspets of a problem: ompliated and diÆult questions were suddenlymade very simple and solvable.His absene is an unvaluable loss for our ommunity.Referenes[1℄ H. Feldmeier, J. Knoll, W. Norenberg and J. Wambah, Struture of Hadrons:29th International Workshop on Gross Properties of Nulei and Nulear Exitations,Hirshegg, Austria, 14-20 Jan 2001. 9
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